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A1. When were you born? (Your birth year, according to your ID)
R.O.C. year_______【Skip to A8.】
□ (97) I don’t know【Continue to A1a.】□ (98) I refuse to answer【Continue to A1a.】
【If you answered (97) or (98) on A1, please answer A1a.】
A1a. How old are you?
□
□
□
□
□
□

(01)18~19 years old
(02)20~24 years old
(03)25~29 years old
(04)30~34 years old
(05)35~39 years old
(06)40~44 years old

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(07)45~49 years old
(08)50~54 years old
(09)55~59 years old
(10)60~64 years old
(11)65~69 years old
(12)70 years old or older
(97)I don’t know
(98)I refuse to answer

A8. What is your education level? (Including have attended or still attending)
□ (01) none
□ (02) self-study
□ (03) elementary school
□ (04) junior high
□ (05) senior high
□ (06) senior high
school/vocational junior high school
□ (07) vocational senior high

school(general class)
□ (08) cadet school

school(vocational class)

school
□ (09) five-year junior college

□ (10) two-year junior

□ (11) three-year junior

□ (12) Military/police junior

college
□ (13) Military/police

college
□ (14) open junior college

□ (15) open university

junior college (two
years)
□ (16) Military/police

□ (17) Institute of

□ (18) university (bachelor's

college
□ (19) graduate school

technology
□ (20) graduate school

degree)
□ (88) other (Please specify)____

(master’s degree)
□ (97) I don’t know

(doctorate degree)
□ (98) I refuse to answer

college (one year)
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E1. Do you normally access the Internet using a desktop computer, tablet, or cell phone? (Including
using LINE, Facebook, YouTube, using mobile apps to get real-time news, playing online
mahjong games, etc.)
□ (01) Yes
□ (02) No

□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer

A. Basic information
A2. Where were you born?
□(02)Taipei City

□(03)New

□(04)Taoyuan

□(05)Hsinchu

City
□(06)Hsinchu

□(07)Miaoli

Taipei City
□(08)Nantou

City
□(09)Taichung

County
□(10)Changhua

City
□(11)Yunlin

County
□(12)Chiayi

County
□(13)Chiayi

City
□(14)Tainan

County
□(15)Kaohsiung

County
□(16)Pingtung

County
□(17)Yilan County

City
□(18)Hualien

City
□(19)Taitung

City
□(20)Penghu

County
□(21)Kinmen

□(22)Lienchiang

County
County
□(88)Other(please

County
□ (97)I don’t

County
□(98)I refuse to

know

answer

□(01)Keelung

County

specify)______

A3. Is your current residential address your permanent address?
□ (01) Yes 【Skip to A5.】
□ (02) No
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
A4. What is your permanent address(according to your ID)?
□ (01) Keelung City, ______ District
□
□ (03) New Taipei City, ______ District □
□ (05) Hsinchu City, ______ District
□

(02) Taipei City, ______ District
(04) Taoyuan City, ______ District
(06) Hsinchu County, ______ City
(Township)

□ (07) Miaoli County, ______ City
(Township)

□

(08) Taichung City, ______ District

□ (09) Changhua County, ______ City
(Township)

□

(10) Nantou County, ______ City (Township)

□ (11) Yunlin County, ______ City
(Township)

□

(12) Chiayi City, ______ District

□ (13) Chiayi County, ______City
(Township)

□

(14) Tainan City, ______ District

□ (15) Kaohsiung City, ______ District

□

(16) Pingtung County, ______ City
(Township)
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□ (17) Taitung County, ______ City
(Township)

□

(18) Hualien County, ______ City
(Township)

□ (19) Yilan County, ______ City
(Township)

□

(20) Penghu County, ______ City (Township)

□ (21) Kinmen County, ______ City
(Township)

□

(22) Lienchiang County, ______City
(Township)

□ (88) Other (please specify) ______

□
□

(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

A5. What is your father’s ethnic background?
□ (01) Fukienese/Hoklo of Taiwan
□ (02) Hakka of Taiwan □ (03) Mainlander
□ (04) Spouse from Mainland China □ (05) Aborigine
□ (06) New
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

Resident/Immigrant
□ (88) Other (please specify) ______

A6. What is your mother’s ethnic background?
□ (01) Fukienese/Hoklo of Taiwan
□ (02) Hakka of Taiwan
□ (04) Spouse from Mainland China □ (05) Aborigine
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

□ (03) Mainlander
□ (06) New

Resident/Immigrant
□ (88) Other (please specify) ______

A7. What is your current marital status?
□ (01) Single and never been married
□ (02) Married and living with spouse
□ (03) Married but not living with spouse
□ (04) Separated
□ (05) Cohabiting
□ (06) Divorced
□ (07) Widowed
□ (88) Other (please specify) (e.g., your spouse has been missing for years)______
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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A7a. How many children do you have? (If you’re pregnant, this includes the one(s) you’re currently
pregnant with)
＿＿＿
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer【From 0 to 50, if it’s over 50, input 91】
【If your answer for A7a is greater than 0, please answer A7b.】
A7b. How old is your youngest child?
＿＿＿ □(990) Still yet to be born □(991) Under 1 □(997) I don’t know □(998) I refuse
to answer
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B. Media Behavior(Television)
B1. On average, how many days a week (excluding weekends) do you watch TV?
□ (00)0 days【Skip to B3.】
□ (01) ________ day(s)
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
B2. On a day (only weekdays) when you watch TV, how much time do you spend watching it that
day?
______ hour (s) ______ minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
B3. On average, how many days on the weekend (Saturday and Sunday) do you watch TV?
□ (00)0 days【Skip to B5.】
□ (01) ________ day(s)
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
【If you answered “0 days” for both B1 and B3, please skip to C1.】
B4. On the day(s) that you do watch TV on the weekend, how much time do you spend on watching
it a day?
______ hour (s) ______ minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
B5. On average, how many days do you watch TV News in a week?
□ (00)0 days 【Skip to B8.】
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t watch it every week □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
B6. On the day(s) that you do watch the news on TV, how much time do you spend on watching it a
day?
_______ hour (s) ______ minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
B7. On what TV channels do you watch the news most often? (Please select one)
□ (95)It depends □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
□ (01) TVBS News(Channel

□ (18) FTV News (a 24-hour

□ (37)BBC

55, a 24-hour news
network)
□ (02)TVBS(Channel 56)

news network)
□ (19) Formosa Television,

□ (38)Channel NewsAsia

□ (03) SET News (a 24-hour

FTV
□ (20) FTV Taiwan Channel

□ (39)CNBC Asia

news network)
□ (04) SET Taiwan

□ (21) FTV One

□ (40)CNN

□ (05) SET-Money (iNEWS)

□ (22) Era News

□ (41)NHK

□ (06) GTV CH27

□ (23) EBC Financial News

□ (42)TFC
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□ (07) CTi News

Channel
□ (24) ETTV News

□ (43)TV5MONDE

□ (08) CTV News (a 24-hour

□ (25) Unique Satellite TV,

□ (44)VTV4

news network)

USTV News Channel
(a 24-hour news
network)
□ (26) Unique Satellite TV,

□ (45) Al Jazeera

□ (10) CTV Brvao.

USTV Financial
Channel
□ (27) Hakka Television

□ (46) Arirang TV

□ (11) CTV classical

□ (28) TITV

□ (47) Bloomberg TV

□ (12) Public Television

□ (29) NTV News

□ (48)The Voice of Germany

Service, PTS
□ (13) PTS 3 Channel

□ (30) CTS-News (a 24-hour

□ (49) Euronews

□ (14) PTS Taiwanese

news network)
□ (31) Chinese Television

□ (50)AMC

Channel
□ (15) TTV News (a 24-hour

System, CTS
□ (32) NTD TV

□ (51) Beautiful Life

news network)
□ (16) Taiwan Television,

□ (33) Golden TV-

Television
□ (52) Da Ai Television

TTV
□ (17) TTV Finance Channel

information
□ (34) CSTV News (a 24-

□ (53) Da Ai Television 2

hour news network)
□ (35) CSTV Global News

□ (54) Good TV

Taiwan (a 24-hour
news network)
□ (36) CSTV-business

□ (55) VL Sports

□ (09) China Television,
CTV

□ (88) Other (Please
specify)____
B8. Which of the following types of television program did you watch often in the past month?
(Multiple choice)
□ (01) News (e.g., Local news, Instant news, Weather forecasts, Sports news, International
news, Political news, Transportation and traffic)
□ (02) Lifestyle and consumption (e.g., Travel, Food, Shopping)
□ (03) Dramas and movies (e.g., Drama, Movie, TV series)
□ (04) Entertainment (e.g., Entertainment TV shows, Music, Television programs,
Competition programs or quiz shows, Dance)
□ (05) Family, Sports, and Medicine (e.g., Sports, Medical issue, Family life)
6
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□ (06) Cartoons and anime (e.g., Cartoons, Children’s programs, anime)
□ (07) Arts and Culture (e.g., Artrelated or cultural reports, Astrology, Feng-shui,
Divination, Religion, Shows about traditional arts, Literature and novels, Classical
music, Exhibition info, design/drawings, art viewing, performance arts）
□ (08) Political commentary (e.g., Commentary talk shows, Call-in programs to discuss the
most recent social issues)
□ (09) Finance and investment (e.g., Stock market and finance, Management in Marketing)
□ (10) Education and Knowledge (e.g., Knowledge, IT and Computer Science, Educationrelated programs, Academic Research, Educational programs, Law service)
□ (11) Job openings
□ (88) Other (Please specify)
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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C. Media Behavior (Radio)
C1. On average, how many days a week do you listen to the radio?
□ (00)0 days【Skip to C4.】
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t listen to it every week □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
C2. On the days that you do listen to the radio, how much time do you spend on listening to it a
day?
______ hour (s) ______ minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
C3. What types of radio programs do you often listen to? (multiple choice)
□ (01) News (e.g., Local news, Instant news, Weather forecasts, International news, Political
news, Transportation and traffic)
□ (02) Lifestyle and consumption (e.g., Travel, Food, Shopping, Ads for medicine)
□ (03) Radio drama
□ (04) Entertainment (e.g., Music)
□ (05) Family, Sports, and Medicine (e.g., Medical issue, Family life, Sportscast)
□ (06) Children’s programs
□ (07) Arts and Culture (e.g., Classical music, Shows about traditional arts, Artrelated or
cultural reports, Astrology, Feng-shui, Divination, Religion)
□ (08) Political commentary (e.g., Commentary talk shows, Call-in programs to discuss the
most recent social issues)
□ (09) Finance and investment (e.g., Stock market and finance, Management in Marketing)
□ (10) Education and Knowledge (e.g., Knowledge, IT and Computer Science, Education□
□
□
□

related programs, Academic Research, Educational programs)
(11) Job openings
(88) Other (Please specify)
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

C4. Do you listen to Podcasts?【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
□(01)Yes
□(02)No
□(03)I’ve never heard of Podcast
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
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D. Use of Cell Phones
D1. Do you use a cellphone?
□ (01) Yes, I have my own cellphone(Includes if the phone number and data plan belong to
someone else)
□ (02) Yes, I use my parent’s, my friend’s or someone else’s cellphone
□ (03) No 【Skip to E2.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
D2. How many days a week do you use cell phones (Includes either your own mobile phone or
someone else’s phone)?
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t use it every week
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
D3. On the days (only weekdays) that you’re using your cell phone, roughly how much time do you
use it per day if you only count the time when you’re actually using the phone?
_________ hour(s)_________ minute(s)
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
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E、Internet behavior 【If your answer for E1. is 2, 97 or 98, please skip to F1a.】
E2. How many days per week on average do you surf the Internet using a computer (excluding the
usage of mobile phones and tablets; only your Internet-surfing screen time)?
□ (00)0 days
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95)I don’t use it every week □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
E3. How many days per week on average do you surf the Internet using a tablet?
□ (00)0 days
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95)I don’t use it every week □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
E4. How many days per week on average do you surf the Internet using a mobile phone (e.g., Using
LINE, watching YouTube) (only your Internet surfing screen time)?【If your answer for D1. is 3,
please skip this question.】
□ (00)0 days
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95)I don’t use it every week

□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer

How long do you surf the Internet using the following devices per day on average? (Ask about work
and leisure separately.)
(E5a.)Computer
Work or
school related

(E5e.)Mobile Phone

How long do you surf the
Internet using a computer

How long do you surf the
Internet using a tablet (only

How long do you surf the
Internet using a mobile

(excluding the usage of
mobile phones and tablets;
only including your
Internet-surfing screen
time) for working and
learning purposes every
day?
_____hours_____minutes
【Please skip this question

including your Internet
surfing screen time) for
working and learning
purposes every day?
______hours______minutes
【Please skip this question

phone (only including
your-Internet surfing screen
time) for working and
learning purposes every
day?
______hours______minutes
【If your answer for D1. is

if you answered (00) to
E2.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
Excluding
Work or
school

(E5c.)Tablet

(E5b.) Excluding your
working and learning time
online, how long do you

if you answered (00) to
E3.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

3, please skip this
question.】
【Please skip this question
if you answered (00) to
E4.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

(E5d.) Excluding your
working and learning time
online, how long do you
10
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surf the Internet using a
entertainment computer for entertainment
and leisure purposes every
and leisure)
day on average?
______hours______minutes
【Please skip this question
related(e.g.,

if you answered (00) to
E2.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

surf the Internet using a
tablet for entertainment and

surf the Internet using a
mobile

leisure purposes every day
on average?
______hours______minutes
【Please skip this question

phone for entertainment
and leisure purposes every
day on average?
______hours______minutes
【If your answer for D1. is

if you answered (00) to
E3.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

3, please skip this
question.】
【Please skip this question
if you answered (00) to
E4.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

E6. Do you use the Internet (including via a cellphone, tablet or computer) for the following
reasons? (You may select more than one answer)
□(01)To stay in touch with others (via LINE, Facebook)
□(02)For entertainment or recreation (playing games, watching cartoons or anime, watching
movies, drama, live streams, listening to music, using dating apps, following celebrities,
horoscopes, killing time, not knowing what else to do)
□(03) To acquire information on current events, news, government (looking up buzzwords, reading
or watching the news, reading government announcements, checking the weather)
□(04) To get information on lifestyle and recreation (food, tourism and travel, healthcare, family
life, parental or marriage tips, transportation)
□(05) For finance, consumption or shopping (information on finance and investment, online
shopping, managing finances, making payments, checking the stock market)
□(06) For learning or job (wage or salary earning)(language learning, online courses, using
productivity applications, learning about different software)
□(88) Other (Please specify)______
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
E7. How much money, on average, do you spend online every month? (such as online shopping,
online game-related purchases, downloading music or movies.)
＿＿＿＿＿NT dollars □ (999991) Over 100,000 NT dollars
□ (999997) I don’t know □ (999998) I refuse to answer
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E8. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly

Disagree

disagree

Neither

Strongly

(97)

(98) I

agree

I

refuse

nor

don’t

to

disagree

know

answer

Agree

agree

(01) You think about using the Internet when
you can’t use the Internet.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(02) You feel depressed, moody, or nervous
when you are not on the Internet and
these feelings stop once you are back
online.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(03) You push disturbing thoughts about your

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(04) You are most comfortable online.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(05) You can get to know a person better on
the Internet than in person.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(06) People accept you for who you are
online.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly

(90)NA

(97)

(98) I

I

refuse

nor

don’t

to

disagree

know

answer

life away by the calming world of the
Internet.

Strongly
disagree

(07) You’ve missed class or work
(wage or salary earning) because
you were online.

agree

1□

2□

Strongly

3□

Disagree

disagree

agree

4□

5□

□

□

□

Neither

Agree

Strongly

(97)

(98) I

agree

I

refuse

nor

don’t

to

disagree

know

answer

agree

(08) You feel worthless offline, but you are
someone online.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(09) You’ve missed one or more social events
because of being online.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□
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E9. Do you know how to do the following things? (You may select more than one)
□ (01) Download or save images from the Internet
□ (02) Enter keywords to find information I want
□ (03) Set who may or may not see the content I share
□ (04) Add new content to images, music, or videos (e.g., making memes, greetings,
photoshopped pictures, etc.)
□ (05) Download apps on a mobile phone
□ (90) None of the above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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F. Media Behavior (Magazines)
F1a. On average, how many days a month do you read magazines (printed magazines only)?
□ (00)0 days【Skip to F2a.】
□ (01)______ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t watch it every month □ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

F1b. On a day when you read printed magazines, how much time do you spend reading them that day?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
F2a. On average, how many days a month do you read online magazines?【If your answer for E1. is 2,
please skip this question.】
□ (00)0 days【Skip to F3.】
□ (01) _______ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t watch it every month □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
【If you answered “0 days” for both F1a. and F2a., please skip to G1a.】
F2b. On a day when you read online magazines, how much time do you spend reading them that day?
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
______hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
F3. What topics do you most often read about in magazines (including printed magazines and online
magazines)? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) News (e.g., Local news, Weather forecasts, International news, Political news)
□ (02) Lifestyle and consumption (e.g., Travel, Food, Shopping, Fashion, Makeup,
Automobiles)
□ (03) Entertainment (e.g., Television programs, Music, Video games, comics)
□ (04) Family, Sports, and Medicine (e.g., Medical issue, Family life, Sportscast, Pets)
□ (05) Arts and Culture (e.g., Artrelated or cultural reports, Home decor/architectural design
Literature and novels, Astrology, Feng-shui, Divination, Religion, Classical music)
□ (06) Finance and investment (e.g., Stock market and finance, Management in Marketing)
□ (07) Education and Knowledge (e.g., Knowledge, IT and Computer Science, Public
Administration, Academic Research, Educational programs, Policy)
□ (08) Job openings
□ (88) Other (Please specify)________
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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G. Media Behavior (Newspaper)
G1a. On average, how many days a week do you read newspapers (printed newspapers only)?
□ (00)0 days【Skip to G2.】
□ (01)_______ day(s)
□ (95)I don’t read it every week
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
G1b. On a day when you do read printed newspapers, how much time do you spend reading them
that day?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
G1c. Which newspapers do you frequently read? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) Liberty Times
□ (12) Taiwan Times
□ (24) Taichung Times
(Kaohsiung City)
□ (13) Youth Daily News

(Taichung City)
□ (25) GBO (Chiayi County &

□ (03) China Times

□ (14)Taipei Times

Chiayi City)
□ (26) Taiwan Church News

□ (04) Economic Daily

□ (15) Taiwan Times

□ (27) Christian Tribune

News
□ (05) Commercial Times
□ (06) Keng Sheng Daily

□ (16) Digitimes
□ (17) Taiwan News

□ (28) Catholic Weekly
□ (29) CF News

News (Hualien &
Taitung County)
□ (07) Merit Times

□ (18) Eastern Daily News

□ (30) Mandarin Weekly

□ (08) EpochTimes
□ (09) China Daily News

(Hualien County)
□ (19) TSSD News
□ (20) China Post

Magazine
□ (31) Lihpao Daily
□ (32) Metro Times

(Tainan City)
□ (10) Mandarin Daily

□ (21) Matsu Daily News

□ (33)The Affairs

□ (22) Kinmen Daily News
□ (23) The Commons Daily

□ (34) The Real Daily
□ (88) Other (Please specify)

□ (02) United Daily News

News
□ (11) Want Daily

(Kaohsiung City)

____
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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G2a. On average, how many days per week do you consume news online? 【If your answer for E1. is
2, please skip this question.】
□ (00)0 days【Skip to G3】
□ (95) I don’t read it every week

□ (01)________ day(s)
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer

【If you answered “0 days” for both G1a. and G2a., please skip to H1a.】
G2b. On a days when you consume news online, how much time do you spend reading it that day?
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
_______hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
G2c_1.What websites or apps do you use frequently to read news? (Multiple choice.)【If your
answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
There are five website categories, each to be asked about using separate questions.
The following are options for the first category, “social media, portal sites, and news
aggregators”
□Social media (such as Facebook and

□Baidu News

Twitter)
□Messaging apps (such as LINE Today and

□QQ News

WeChat)
□Yahoo!

□PChome

□Microsoft edge

□Integrated online news apps (such as

□msn

Taiwan TV and TW News)
□CK101 Crazy News

□Google News

□(90) None of the above

□BBS

□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer

G2c_2. What websites or apps do you use frequently to read news? (Multiple choice.)
The following are options for the second category, “TV news sites”
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
□ETtoday

□TTV News

□EBC Financial News

□FTV News

□EBC News

□CTS News

□CTI News

□PBS News

□Next TV

□Era News

□TVBS News

□US TV

□SET News

□Da Ai TV

□CTV News

□Epoch times
16
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□(90) None of the above
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer

G2c_3. What websites or apps do you use frequently to read news? (Multiple choice.)
The following are options for the third category, “online newspaper sites”
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
□UDN News

□CommonWealth Magazine Daily News

□Liberty Times Net

□lihpao.com

□Chinatimes News

□coolloud.org.tw

□Apple Daily

□4way.tw

□Economic Daily News

□Awakening News

□Commercial Times

□Taiwan People News

□Taipei Times

□(90) None of the above
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer

G2c_4. What websites or apps do you use frequently to read news? (Multiple choice.)
The following are options for the fourth category, “independent media and news agency sites”
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
□CNA

□DQ

□The News Lens

□Cool3c

□The Reporter

□TechNews

□PEOPO

□iThome

□PNN

□INSIDE

□The Storm Media

□Newtalk

□Initium Media

□Environmental Information E-News

□News&Market

□Anue News

□Civilmedia@Taiwan

□CNEWS

□NOW news

□(90) None of the above
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer

G2c_5.What websites or apps do you use frequently to read news? (Multiple choice.)
The following are options for the fifth category, “international media sites”
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
□BBC
□CNN
□NHK
17
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□CBC News
□The Wall Street Journal
□(90) None of the above
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
G2c_6. If you consume news from other websites or platforms, please specify here (fill in 0 if the
answer is no)【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this question.】
_________
G3. When you read newspapers, browse news websites or use news apps, what kind of content do
you consume? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) News (e.g., Local news, Front page, International news, Weather forecasts,
Commentary talk shows, Political news, Transportation and traffic, Mainland news)
□ (02) Lifestyle and consumption (e.g., Travel, Food, Shopping)
□ (03) Entertainment (e.g., Television programs, Competition (racing) programs or quiz
shows)
□ (04) Family, Sports, and Medicine (e.g., Medical issue, Sports, Family life)
□ (05) Arts and Culture (e.g., Artrelated or cultural reports, Astrology, Feng-shui,
Divination, Literature and novels, Religion)
□ (06) Finance and investment (e.g., Stock market and finance, Management in Marketing)
□ (07) Education and Knowledge (e.g., IT and Computer Science, Educational programs,
□
□
□
□

Political propaganda)
(08) Job openings
(88) Other (Please specify)________
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer
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H. Media Behavior (Interpersonal and communication)
H1a. How many people do you regularly discuss important personal issues or concerns with?
_______ persons □ (991) More than 500 people □ (997) I don’t know □ (998) I refuse
to answer
H1b_1. Of the people you come into contact with in a day, how many of them do you meet with
“face-to-face”(including nodding, greeting, talking, including people you don’t know)?
_______ persons 【If your answer for H1b. is 0, please skip to H1d_1.】
□ (9991) More than 999 people □ (9997) I don’t know □ (9998) I refuse to answer
H1b_2. Of the people you come into contact with in a day, roughly how many of them do you meet
with “face-to-face”?
【If you answered 9997 or 9998 on H1b_1, please answer this question】
□ (01) 0 person 【skip to H1d.】
□ (02) 1 to 2 people
□ (03) 3 to 5 people
□ (04) 6 to 10 people
□ (05) More than 11 people
□ (97) I don’t know【skip to H1d.】
□ (98) I refuse to answer【skip to H1d.】
H1c. As a follow-up to the previous question. Of those who come “face-to-face” with you, roughly
how many are you actually acquainted with?
□ (01)All or almost all of them
□ (02)Most of them
□ (03)About half of them
□ (04)Some of them
□ (05)Almost none of them
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
H1d_1. Of the people you come into contact with in a day, how many of them are contacted through
the Internet (including using Facebook, using LINE, via online games or online comment
sections, including people you don’t know)?【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this
question.】
_______ 人 【If your answer for H1b. is 0, please skip to I1.】
□ (9991) More than 999 people □ (9997) I don’t know □ (9998) I refuse to answer
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H1d_2. Of the people you come into contact with in a day, roughly how many of them are contacted
through the Internet? 【If you answered 9997 or 9998 on H1d_1, please answer this
question】
□ (01) 0 person 【skip to I1.】
□ (02) 1 to 5 people
□ (03) 6 to 10 people
□ (04) 11 to 20 people
□ (05) More than 21 people
□ (97) I don’t know【skip to I1.】
□ (98) I refuse to answer【skip to I1.】
H1e. As a follow-up to the previous question. Of those whom you encounter “online”, roughly how
many are you actually acquainted with?【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this
question.】
□ (01)All or almost all of them
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02)Most of them
(03)About half of them
(04)Some of them
(05)Almost none of them
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

H1f. Of the people you come into contact with in a day, how many of them do you meet with “faceto-face” as well as “online”? 【If your answer for H1b. is 0, H1d. is 0 or E1. is 2, please
skip this question.】
_______ persons □ (9991) More than 999 people □ (9997) I don’t know □ (9998) I
refuse to answer
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I. Media Behavior (Drama and Video games)
I1. On average, how many days a week do you watch dramas series on TV, cable or streaming
services?
□ (00)0 days 【Skip to I7.】
□ (95) I don’t watch it every week

□(01) _______day(s)
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer

I2. On a day when you watch such drama series, how much time do you spend watching them that
day?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
I3a. Which genre of drama series do you most often watch? (Multiple choice.)
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(01)Family (Family, Local)
(02)Costume drama (Palace, Chinese Martial Arts, Time Travel, Historical)
(03)Comedy
(04)Romance (Romance, Erotic)
(05)Detective and thriller (Detective, Crime, Thriller, Ghost, Horror, Revenge)
(06)Office and society (Social Realism, Office, Campus, Military)
(07)Action (Action, Hero)
(08)Tearjerker (Heartwarming, Tearjerker, Tragedy)
(09)Sci-Fi and Fantasy (Sci-Fi, Fantasy)
(10)Interest (Cooking, Sports, Musical)
(11)Inspirational (Inspirational, Biographical)

□
□
□
□
□

(12)Medical and War (Medical , War, Disaster)
(13)Power Struggle (Power Struggle, Political)
(88)Other (Please specify)_____
(97)I don’t know
(98)I refuse to answer

I3b1. Please list 3 drama series you’ve recently watched (list at least 1)【If your answer for I3a is
97 or 98, please answer this question】
1.____________ □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
I3b2. Please list 3 drama series you’ve recently watched.【If you have answered I3b1., please
answer this question】
2.____________ □ (90)I don’t watch it □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
I3b3. Please list 3 drama series you’ve recently watched.【If your answer for I3b2 is 90, please
skip this question】
3.____________ □ (90) I don’t watch it □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
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I4a. How do you mostly watch these drama series?
□ (01)TV channels (e.g., FTV, TTV, CTV)
□ (02)Online video platform (e.g., YouTube, Netflix, iQiyi, LINE TV)【If your answer for E1. is 2,
do not select this option; skip to I5】
□ (88) Other (Please specify)_______ 【Skip to I5】
□ (97) I don’t know 【Skip to I5】
□ (98) I refuse to answer 【Skip to I5】
I4b. What kind of TV service providers do you use?
□ (01)Broadcast networks only
□ (02)Both cable and broadcast networks
□ (03)Satellite TV
□ (04)MOD (digital set-top box)
□ (88)Other (please specify) _____
□ (97)I don’t know
□ (98)I refuse to answer
I5. Why do you want to watch drama series? (Multiple choice.)
□(01)It’s enjoyable
□(09)I can see how others live their lives.
□(02)It makes me happy.
□(10)I get to see different walks of life.
□(03)It’s relaxing
□(11)I can learn about history.
□(04)It kills time
□(12)I get to feel like someone’s there with me.
□(05)I’m bored and have nothing better to □(13)I like the actors and actresses in the series.
do.
□(06)It’s an escape from real-world stress.
□(07)I can find the meaning of life.

□(14)I can talk about the series with my friends.
□(15)I’m afraid of not knowing what others are talking

□(08)I can explore the meaning of

about when they’re talking about the series.
□(16)It’s a habit

relationships (between family, friends,
lovers).
□(88)Other (please specify) _______
□(97)I don’t know

□(98)I refuse to answer

I6. Do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly (97) I

(98) I

don’t

refuse

know

to

disagree

agree
nor
disagree
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(01) If you don’t finish a drama series, you’ll wonder what 1□
the ending is.
(02) You often end up spending more time watching drama 1□

2□

3□ 4□ 5□

□

□

2□

3□ 4□ 5□

□

□

(03) You find it very hard to stop once you start watching 1□
drama series.
1□
(04) You like dramas that make me more reflective.

2□

3□ 4□ 5□

□

□

2□

3□ 4□ 5□

□

□

(05) For you, the best dramas are ones that are entertaining. 1□

2□

3□ 4□ 5□

□

□

series than you originally expected.

I7. On average, how many hours in a week do you play video games (including mobile games,
computer games, Facebook games, MMORPGs, handheld systems [such as Nintendo 3DS,
Switch], VR games [that require headsets] and AR games [such as Pokémon Go])?
□ (00) 0 hours
□ (01)_________ hour(s) □ (997)I don’t know □ (998)I refuse
to answer
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J. Media Evaluation
Next, we would like to ask you about your media use. Please be open and honest.
J1. Which of the following media platforms is a source of entertainment to you? (please select one)
□ (01) Television 【If your answer for both B1 and B3 is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (02) Newspaper (printed copies)【If your answer for G1a is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (03) Radio【If your answer for C1. is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (04) Magazines (printed copies) 【If your answer for F1a. is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (05) Internet (includes using mobile phones, computers, or tablets)【If your answer for E1. is
2, please skip this option.】
□ (88) Other (Please specify)_______
□ (90) None of the above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
J2. When you want to get the latest information, which of the following media platforms do you
rely on the most? (please select one)
□ (01) Television 【If your answer for both B1 and B3 is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (02) Newspaper (printed copies)【If your answer for G1a is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (03) Radio【If your answer for C1. is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (04) Magazines (printed copies) 【If your answer for F1a. is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (05) Internet (includes using mobile phones, computers, or tablets)【If your answer for E1. is
2, please skip this option.】
□
□
□
□

(88) Other (Please specify)_______
(90) None of the above
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

J3. Which of the following media platforms is the most trustworthy source of information to you?
(please select one)
□ (01) Television 【If your answer for both B1 and B3 is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (02) Newspaper (printed copies)【If your answer for G1a is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (03) Radio【If your answer for C1. is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (04) Magazines (printed copies) 【If your answer for F1a. is 0, please skip this option.】
□ (05) Internet (includes using mobile phones, computers, or tablets)【If your answer for E1. is
2, please skip this option.】
□ (88) Other (Please specify)_______
□ (91) I believe in none of the above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
J4. With 0 representing least credible, 100 representing the most credible, and 60 as passing, please
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rate the overall performance of news reporting of the following media. (Please rate based on
your general impressions. There are no correct answers)
(1) How reliable is TV news? _______Points □ (997)I don’t know □ (998)I refuse to answer
(2) How reliable is Newspapers (printed copies)?_______ Points □ (997)I don’t know □
(998)I refuse to answer
(3) How reliable is Radio news? _______ Points

□ (997)I don’t know □ (998)I refuse to

answer
(4) How reliable is News magazines(printed copies)? _______ Points □ (997)I don’t know
□ (998)I refuse to answer
(5) How reliable is Online news?_______ Points □ (997)I don’t know □ (998)I refuse to
answer
J5. If you think back to your experience watching the news last week, which of the following
situations did you encounter? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) Inaccurate news reporting
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Biased news reporting (unfairly favoring one side)
(03) News reporting that’s tainted by political or business influences
(04) News reporting that appears to be news but is actually an advertisement
(05) Sarcastic (derisive) news reporting
(06) I wasn't watching the news last week or usually
(90) None of the above
(97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer
What are your thoughts on the following questions regarding fake news?
J6a. How prevalent or common do you think fake news?
□ (01) Very uncommon □ (02) Uncommon □ (03) Neither common nor uncommon
□ (04) Common
□ (05) Very common
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
J6b. How serious do you think the impact of fake news is?
□ (01) Not serious at all □ (02) Not serious □ (03) Neither serious nor not serious
□ (04) Serious
□ (97) I don’t know

□ (05) Very serious
□ (98) I refuse to answer

J6c. Do you think you’re susceptible to the influence of fake news?
□ (01) Not susceptible at all □ (02) Not susceptible
□ (03) Neither susceptible nor not susceptible □ (04) Susceptible
□ (05) Very susceptible
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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J7. Which of the following do you think should be responsible for preventing the spread of fake
news? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) People who write or publish fake news (e.g. people who support certain political parties)
□ (02) Journalists
□ (03) Mass media (e.g. TV channels, newspapers, the Internet)
□ (04) The public
□ (05) Social media platforms (e.g. Facebook)
□ (06) Relevant government officials
□ (07) Online search engines (e.g. Google)
□ (08) Nobody should be responsible【Mutually exclusive with options (01) to (07)】
□ (88) Other (please specify)_______
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
J8a. There’s a lot of fake news (or misinformation) going around in the media. What impacts do
you think this has on society? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) It creates political conflicts.
□ (06) It creates panic and chaos in society.
□ (02) It creates social conflicts.
□ (07) It fills the world with incorrect
□ (03) It increases social costs.

information.
□ (08) It allows certain people to manipulate

□ (04) It influences election results.

and sway public opinions.
□ (09) It creates online bullying and other
negative effects.
□ (10) It has no effects【Mutually exclusive
with options (01) to (09)】

□ (05) It impedes government policies.
□ (88) Other (please specify) __________
□ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

J8b. What impacts do you think fake news (or misinformation) has on the public? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) It misleads people
□ (05) It makes it hard for people to tell if
a piece of information is true or not.
□ (06) It reduces people’s trust in society
□ (07) It turns people into disseminators of

□ (02) It distorts people’s values
□ (03) It wastes people’s time.
□ (04) It makes people indifferent to public
affairs
□ (88) Other (please specify) __________
□ (97) I don’t know

false information
□ (08) It has no effects.【Mutually
exclusive with options (01) to (07)】
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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J9. What impacts do you think fake news (or misinformation) has on you? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) It misleads me.
□ (05) It makes it hard for me to tell if a
piece of information is true or not.
□ (06) It reduces my trust in society.
□ (07) It turns me into a disseminator of

□ (02) It distorts my values
□ (03) It wastes my time
□ (04) It makes me indifferent to public
affairs.
□ (88) Other (please specify)__________
□ (97) I don’t know

false information.
□ (08) It has no effects【Mutually
exclusive with options (01) to (07)】
□ (98) I refuse to answer

J10. Which of the following methods do you use, if any, to confirm if a piece of news you see is
real or fake? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) Use my knowledge and experience

□ (05) Look at the comment section below the
news article【If your answer for E1. is 2, please
skip this option.】
□ (06) Using fact-checking mechanisms (e.g.,

□ (02) Wait and see without buying in

Taiwan FactCheck Center, Gogolook, etc.) 【If
your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this
option.】

□ (03) Discuss with my family and friends

□ (07) Search for information that’s relevant to

□ (04) Listen to what professionals have

the news【If your answer for E1. is 2, please
skip this option.】
□ (08) Search and see if there’s any
information that debunks the news 【If your
answer for E1. is 2, please skip this option.】

to say about this news
□ (88) Other (please specify)__________
□ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

J11a. Have you encountered fake news in the past?
□ (01) Yes, I have
□ (02) No, I have not【skip to J12.】
□ (03) I don’t know【skip to J12.】
□ (98) I refuse to answer
J11b. How do you deal with fake news when you encounter it? (Multiple choice.)
□ (01) I wouldn’t do anything even if I knew it’s fake news.
□ (02) I would stop reading or watching that piece of news
□ (03) I would stop reading or watching the source of that news.
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□ (04) I would leave a comment telling people that it’s fake news. 【If your answer for E1.
is 2, please skip this option.】
□ (05) I would share articles that debunk the news. 【If your answer for E1. is 2, please
skip this option.】
□ (06) I would contact the people who published the fake news and ask them to delete it.
□ (07) I would remind my family and friends that it’s fake news.
□ (08) I would discuss with my family and friends about this piece of news.
□ (88) Other (please specify)________
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
J12. To what extent do you agree with the following statements regarding your reaction when
seeing or receiving certain messages online?【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this
set of questions.】
Neither
Strongly

(97) I (98) I

agree
Disagree

disagree

Strongly don’t refuse
Agree

nor

agree

know

disagree

(01) Do you agree that when you see or receive a
piece of information online, you pay
attention to whether these are a reliable
source of information.(including the media,

to
answer

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(02) Do you agree that when you see or receive a 1□
piece of information online, you think about
whether these provides strong evidence for a
claim?

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

government agencies, KOLs)?
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K. New media use behavior (instant messaging apps, social media and online
video platform【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip to LA1.】
K1a. In the past month, which of the following instant messaging apps do you use (including on
the phone, tablet or computer)? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) LINE
□ (05) Hangouts
□ (02) FB Messenger

□ (06) Skype

□ (03) Wechat

□ (07) Facetime

□ (04) WhatsApp

□ (08) Telegram
□ (88) Other (Please specify)______
□ (90) None of the above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

K1b. In the past month, which of the following social media do you use (including on the phone,
tablet or computer)? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) Facebook
□ (05) Weibo
□ (02) Instagram

□ (06) Plurk

□ (03) Twitter

□ (07) TikTok

□ (04) LinkedIn

□ (08) Dcard
□ (09) PTT
□ (88) Other (Please specify)______
□ (90) None of the above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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K1c. In the past month, which of the following online video platform do you use (including on the
phone, tablet or computer)? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) YouTube

□ (05)LINE TV

□ (02) iQiyi

□ (06)Li TV

□ (03) Netflix

□ (07)Twitch

□ (04) KKTV

□ (88) Other (Please specify)______
□ (90) None of the above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

【If you didn’t answer 01 on K1b., skip to K3a.】
K2a. How many days a week do you use Facebook?
□ (01)_________ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t use it every week □ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

K2b. On the days that you do use Facebook, roughly how much time do you use it per day (only
count the time when you’re actually using Facebook)?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
【If you didn’t answer 02 on K1b., skip to K4a.】
K3a. How many days a week do you use Instagram?
□ (01)_________ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t use it every week □ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

K3b. On the days that you do use Instagram, roughly how much time do you use it per day (only
count the time when you’re actually using Instagram)?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
【If you didn’t answer 01 on K1a., skip to K8a.】
K4a. How many days a week do you use LINE?
□ (01)_________ day(s)
□ (95) I don’t use it every week □ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

K4b. On the days that you do use LINE, roughly how much time do you use it per day (time spent
on actually texting, talking on LINE, or browsing LINE Today)?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
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K4c. Which of the following are the main reasons or motives as to why you use LINE? (Multiple
choice)
□ (01) To communicate
□ (02) To maintain relationships with friends and family
□ (03) To make new friends
□ (04) To share my thoughts and feelings with friends
□ (05) To share tidbits of my life with my friends
□ (06) To not miss out on what’s happening between my friends/family
□ (07) Checking the status updates or posts from people I’m interested in.
□ (08) Exposing something I’m interested in.
□ (09) For work (wage or salary earning) or school
□ (10) To get new informations
□ (11) To learn new things
□ (12) Recording tidbits of my life (e.g. posting pictures of travels, food, workouts)
□ (13) Sharing or commentating on current events to showcase my unique perspective
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(14) To get away from school or work (wage or salary earning)
(15) To kill time
(16) For recreation or entertainment
(17) It’s become a habit
(88) Other (Please specify)_______
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

K4d. What do you usually do on LINE? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) Sending text messages to others
□ (02) Sending voice messages to others
□ (03) Using the free audio call feature (talking on the phone)
□ (04) Sending stickers or emojis
□ (05) Sending pictures
□ (06) Sending videos
□ (07) Sending location pins
□ (08) Browsing messages sent by others
□ (09) Browsing images and articles sent by others (including memes, greeting pictures, etc.)
□ (10) Forwarding or sharing images and articles with others (including memes, greeting
pictures, etc.)
□ (11) Browsing the news page (LINE Today)
□ (12) Using LINE Pay (Using Line to pay for things)
□ (13) Purchasing stickers and themes
□ (88) Other (Please specify)_______
□ (97) I don’t know
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□ (98) I refuse to answer
K4e. After using LINE, do you have the following feelings? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) LINE makes it easy for me to keep in touch with my friends and family.
□ (02) It’s fun to read some forwarded messages (e.g. jokes, videos, short articles) on LINE.
□ (03) LINE makes it easy for me to get the news.
□ (04) LINE makes it easy for me to know how my friends and family are doing.
□ (05) LINE groups give me more opportunities to participate in different events (e.g.
gatherings, hiking or mountain-climbing trips).
□ (06) When you read a message from your friends or family without replying, it may cause
misunderstandings.
□ (07) Forwarded messages (e.g. “Good morning” pictures, jokes, health info, preachy
articles) on LINE are annoying
□ (08) LINE is very time consuming
□ (09) There are too many irrelevant or random messages in LINE groups.
□
□
□
□

(10) All the invites from LINE groups gives me a headache.
(88) Other (Please specify)_______
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

K5a. How often do you contact your family and close friends via LINE (e.g., sending texts,
pictures, videos, or stickers)?
□ (01) Never 【If you didn’t answer 01 on K5a., skip to K6a.】
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often (e.g., every day)
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
K5b. Of the family members and close friends you contact via LINE, how many also keep in touch
with you using other means of communication? What other means of communication (e.g.,
making phone calls, using email, Facebook, Skype, WeChat, or meeting face-to-face) do they
use?
□ (01) None of them
□ (02) Some of them
□ (03) Half of them
□ (04) Most of them
□ (05) All of them
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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K6a. How often do you contact your friends and acquaintances via LINE?
□ (01) Never 【If you answered (01) on K6a., skip to K7.; if you answered (01) on both
K5a. and K6a., skip to K8a.】
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often (e.g., every day)
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
K6b. Of the friends and acquaintances you contact via LINE, how many also keep in touch with
you using other means of communication? What other means of communication do they use?
□ (01) None of them
□ (02) Some of them
□ (03) Half of them
□ (04) Most of them
□ (05) All of them
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
K7. Do you think the family members, close friends, friends, and acquaintances you keep in touch
with via LINE also know each other?
□ (01) None of them know each other
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Few of them know each other
(03) Some of them know each other
(04) Most of them know each other
(05) Almost all of them know each other
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

【If you didn’t answer 01 on K1c., skip to K9a.】
K8a. How many days a week do you use YouTube?
□ (01)_________day(s)
□ (95) I don’t use it every week □ (97) I don’t know

□ (98) I refuse to answer

K8b. On the days that you do use YouTube, roughly how much time do you use it per day (only
count the time when you’re actually using YouTube)?
_______ hour (s) ______minute(s) □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
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K8c. Which of the following are the main reasons or motives as to why you use YouTube?
(Multiple choice)
□ (01) It gives you to have more topics for conversation with other people.
□ (02) Making friends online who share the same thoughts or interests
□ (03) Providing others with information
□ (04) Finding out more about interesting things
□ (05) Acquiring new information
□ (06) Learning something new (e.g. dancing, singing, cooking)
□ (07) Learning professional skills or knowledge (e.g. statistics, open courses)
□ (08) It helps you understand what is currently happening in society
□ (09) Finding out more about products
□ (10) Knowing more about political issues
□ (11) Keeping up with the news
□ (12) Keeping up with current trends
□ (13) Managing your own channel and promoting yourself
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(14) To get away from school or work (wage or salary earning)
(15) To kill time
(16) For recreation or entertainment
(17) It’s become a habit
(88) Other (Please specify)_______
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

K8d. What do you usually do on YouTube? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) Uploading videos you made
□ (02) Leaving comments on videos
□ (03) Watching livestreams and interacting with others (including the streamers) in the chat
□ (04) Watching livestreams (e.g., game streaming, concerts, etc.)
□ (05) Browsing videos that are automatically recommended to you (e.g., you do not actively
search for a video, but YouTube recommends a list of videos based on your preference
and attracts you to watch more)
□ (06) Watching videos
□ (07) Browsing trending videos (e.g., YouTube’s trending section, which lists some of the
□
□
□
□
□
□

most popular videos at the time)
(08) Reading other people’s comments on videos
(09) Watching videos from channels you’ve subscribed to
(10) Subscribing to channels that interest you
(11) Building a playlist (public or private)
(88) Other (Please specify)_______
(97) I don’t know
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□ (98) I refuse to answer
K8e. What content do you normally consume on YouTube?(multiple choice)
□(01) Videos from KOLs
□(14) Fun and goofy
□(27) Political talk shows
□(02) Gaming videos (including

(e.g., Coincidance)
□(15) Variety shows

□(28) Live awards ceremonies

game streaming, watching
YouTubers play games)
□(03) Anime
□(04) Funny videos

□(16) Television series
□(17) Dancing

□(29) Documentaries
□(30) Adult content and sex

□(05) Introduction of different

□(18) Live concerts

(porn)
□(31) The latest technology

products, food, or unboxing
videos
□(06) Traveling

□(19) Press conferences

□(32) Experience sharing

□(20) Concerts

(such as TED)
□(33) Beauty and cosmetics

□(07) Instructional videos (e.g.,

journal keeping, handicrafts,
cooking, musical instruments,
software)
□(08) Language teaching
□(21) Musicals
□(09) Music (including music videos) □(22) Song covers
□(10) Films
□(11) Microcinema
□(12) Idol dramas

□(23) Sporting events
□(24) Animals
□(25) Family videos

□(13) Cartoons

□(26) News programs

K8f. How often do you share or forward online audio/videos?
□ (01) Never【Skip to K8h.】
□ (02) Seldom
□
□
□
□

(03) Sometimes
(04) Often
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer
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□(34) Fashion
□(35) Health care
□(36) Advertisement
□(37) Fan press conferences
□(88) Other (Please
specify)_______
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
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K8g. What types of video do you repost/forward or share with others? (Multiple choice)
□(01) Something that makes people angry □(07) Something useful
□(02) Something that makes people happy
□(03) Something humorous

□(08) Something beautiful
□(09) Anecdotes (regarding novel)

□(04) Something touching
□(05) Something creative
□(06) Something thought-provoking

□(10) Something horrifying
□(11) Videos about idols
□(12) Videos about attractive men and
women

□(88) Other (Please specify)_______
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
K8h. How often do you upload videos you have created to share with others on YouTube?
□ (01) Never【Skip to K9a.】
□ (02) Seldom
□
□
□
□

(03) Sometimes
(04) Often
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

K8i. What types of self-made videos do you upload to YouTube? (Multiple choice)
□ (01) Funny videos
□ (08) Live concerts
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Live events
(03) Home videos
(04) Travel videos
(05) Gatherings
(06) Parody videos

□
□
□
□
□

(09) Animal videos
(10) Song cover videos
(11) Videos from event data recorders
(12) Videos about idols
(13) Videos with a specific theme (e.g., game

streaming, video game walkthroughs, singing and
dancing, railroad videos)
□ (07) Memes
□ (88) Other (Please specify)_______
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
K9a. Do you search for, browse, read or watch news stories, messages or videos that are related to
politics and public affairs online? 【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this questions.】
□ (01) Yes
□ (02) No 【Skip to K10a.】
□ (97) I don’t know
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□ (98) I refuse to answer
K9b. When you’re searching for, browsing, reading or watching news stories, messages or videos
that are related to politics and public affairs online, how often do you use the following
platforms? 【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this questions.】
Never Seldom Sometimes Often

(97) I

(98) I

don’t

refuse to

know

answer

(01) Social media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, or
Twitter)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(02) Video platforms (e.g. YouTube, Youku, or
TikTok)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(03) Messaging apps (e.g. LINE, Skype, or FB
Messenger)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(04) News sites (e.g. ETtoday, or udn.com)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

K10a. Do you repost, forward or share news stories, messages or videos that are related to politics
and public affairs online? 【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this questions.】
□ (01) Yes
□ (02) No 【Skip to K11a.】
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
K10b. When you’re reposting, forwarding or sharing news stories, messages or videos that are
related to politics and public affairs online, how often do you use the following platforms?
【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this questions.】
Never Seldom Sometimes Often

(97) I

(98) I

don’t

refuse to

know

answer

(01) Social media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(02) Video platforms (e.g. YouTube, Youku)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(03) Messaging apps (e.g. LINE, FB Messenger)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(04) News sites (e.g. ETtoday, or udn.com)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

K11a. Do you publish messages (including making videos, writing news articles or making
commentaries) that are related to politics and public affairs online? 【If your answer for E1.
is 2, please skip this questions.】
□ (01) Yes
□ (02) No 【Skip to LA1.】
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□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
K11b. When you’re publishing messages (including making videos, writing news articles or making
commentaries) that are related to politics and public affairs online, how often do you use the
following platforms? 【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip this questions.】
Never Seldom Sometimes Often

(97) I

(98) I

don’t

refuse to

know

answer

(01) Social media?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(02) Video platforms?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(03) Messaging apps?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(04) News sites?

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□
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LA. Personal Values (Part One)
LA1. The following section contains some personal descriptions. How well do you think they fit
you?
Not at
all

(01) It is important to you to think up new ideas and 1□
be creative; to do things your own way.
(02) It is important to you to be rich; to have a lot of 1□

Slightly Moderately Mostly

(97) I

(98) I

don’t

refuse to

know

answer

2□

3□

4□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(03) Living in secure surroundings is important to 1□
you; to avoid anything that might be dangerous.

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(04) It is important to you to have a good time; to 1□
“spoil” yourself.
(05) It is important to you to help the people nearby; 1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

money and expensive things.

to care for their well-being

Not at
all

(06) Being very successful is important to you; to 1□
have people recognize your achievements
(07) Adventure and taking risks are important to 1□

Slightly Moderately Mostly

(97) I

(98) I

don’t

refuse to

know

answer

2□

3□

4□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

you; to have an exciting life.
(08) It is important to you to always behave properly; 1□
to avoid doing anything people would say is
wrong.
(09) Looking after the environment is important to 1□
you; to care for nature.
(10) Tradition is important to you; to follow the 1□
customs handed down by your religion or
family.
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LA2. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Neither
Strongly

(97) I (98) I

agree
Disagree

Strongly don’t refuse
Agree

disagree

nor

agree

know

disagree

to
answer

(01) In most ways your life is close to your ideal.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(02) The conditions of your life are excellent.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(03) So far you have gotten the important things 1□
you want in life.
(04) If you could get a second chance in life, you’d 1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

want a life that’s completely different from
what you have now
(05) There are several people you trust to help
solve your problems.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(06) There are some people that you feel
comfortable talking to about intimate
personal problems.

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(90) (97) I

(98) I

Strongly NA don’t

refuse

Neither
Strongly
Disagree

agree nor

Agree

disagree

agree

know

to

disagree
answer

(07) When you feel lonely, there are
several people you can talk to.

1□

2□

3□

4□

□

□

(97) I

(98) I

Strongly

don’t

refuse

agree

know

to

5□

□

Neither
Strongly

agree
Disagree

disagree

Agree
nor
disagree

(08) Interacting with people makes you want 1□
to try new things.
(09) Interacting with people makes you 1□

answer

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

interested in what people unlike you are
thinking.
(10) Talking with people makes you curious 1□
about other places in the world.
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LA3. Do you think you are important to those around you (e.g., your family, relatives, friends)?
□ (01) Not at all important
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Somewhat important
(03) Important
(04) Very important
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LA4. What do you think is your “inner age”?
It’s ________
□ (990) Same as my physical age
□ (991) Over 121
□ (997) I don’t know
□ (998) I refuse to answer
LA5. Which of the following would make you feel like life is meaningful? (You may select more than
one)
□ (01) Living a happy life
□ (02) Having achievements in life
□ (03) Accepting yourself for who you are
□ (04) Making self-improvements
□ (05) Finding your own worth
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(06) Having a goal in life
(07) Having harmonious relationships with your family
(08) Having harmonious friendships
(09) Having an intimate relationship with your partner
(10) Being able to help others
(11) Having a religious belief
(12) Being treated fairly
(13) None of the above
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LA6_1 Do you feel comfortable opening up to your friends?
□ (01) Very uncomfortable
□ (02) Uncomfortable
□ (03) Neutral
□ (04) Comfortable
□ (05) Very comfortable
□ (90) Not applicable
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□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LA6_2 Do you agree that doing things you’re used to every day would make your life less
stressful?
□ (01) Strongly disagree
□ (02) Disagree
□ (03) Neither agree nor disagree
□ (04) Agree
□ (05) Strongly agree
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LA6_3 Do you like to expand your life experience by trying out new things?
□ (01) I dislike it very much
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02) I dislike it
(03) Neutral
(04) I like it
(05) I like it very much
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LA6_4 Are you concerned that you and your friends would drift apart?
□ (01) Not concerned at all
□ (02) Not concerned
□ (03) Neutral
□ (04) Concerned
□ (05) Very concerned
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LA7. Are you afraid that war would break out between Taiwan and Mainland China in the near
future?
□ (01) Not afraid at all
□ (02) Not too afraid
□ (03) Neutral
□ (04) Afraid
□ (05) Very afraid
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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LA8. Do you agree that, despite all the flaws Taiwan’s election system may have, it’s still the best
system as far as you’re concerned?
□ (01) Strongly disagree
□ (02) Disagree
□ (03) Neither agree nor disagree
□ (04) Agree
□ (05) Strongly agree
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
People think that there are many qualities or characteristics a child should have.
LA9_1 “Being independent” and “being respectful to elders.” Which do you think is more
important to a child?
□ (01) Being independent
□ (02) Being respectful to elders
□ (03) I’m not sure/I don’t know/I don’t want to answer
□ (04) Neither are important
□ (05) Both are important
LA9_2 “Being self-reliant” and “being obedient.” Which do you think is more important to a
child?
□ (01) Being self-reliant
□
□
□
□

(02) Being obedient
(03) I’m not sure/I don’t know/I don’t want to answer
(04) Neither are important
(05)Both are important

LA9_3 “Being curious” and “being well-mannered.” Which do you think is more important to a
child?
□ (01) Being curious
□ (02) Being well-mannered
□ (03) I’m not sure/I don’t know/I don’t want to answer
□ (04) Neither are important
□ (05) Both are important
LA9_4 “Being considerate” and “being rule-abiding.” Which do you think is more important to a
child?
□ (01) Being considerate
□ (02) Being rule-abiding
□ (03) I’m not sure/I don’t know/I don’t want to answer
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□ (04) Neither are important
□ (05) Both are important
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M. New media and Internet use behavior
M1. When you encounter difficulties using digital media (e.g., TV, mobile phone, Internet, social
media, etc.), how many people you know around you can offer some help? (Examples of such
difficulties may be: You want to buy a new computer but don’t know how to choose, or you
don’t know how to use a mobile app.)
______ people □(9990)Not applicable □(9991)More than 999
□ (9997) I don’t know □ (9998) I refuse to answer
M2. In the past year, do you often provide material help to your family, friends, or neighbors?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
M3. In the past year, do you often receive material help from your family, friends, or neighbors?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
M4. In the past year, do you often provide emotional help to your family, friends, or neighbors?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
M5. In the past year, do you often receive emotional help from your family, friends, or neighbors?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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M6. Do you often help your friends or relatives with using digital media?
□ (01) Never (e.g., I don’t know how to help them, or I don’t use digital media myself )
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Seldom
(03) Sometimes
(04) Often
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

M7.Some people encounter difficulties using the Internet, social media, or messaging apps.
Not
confident
at all

Not
confident

Neutral Confident

(97)

(98)

Very

I don’t

I refuse

confident

know

to
answer

(01) When you encounter these
difficulties, are you confident that
you’d be able to resolve the issues?
【If your answer for E1. is 2,
please skip this questions.】

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(02) When your friends or relatives
encounter these difficulties, are you
confident that you’d be able to help
them resolve the issues?
【If your answer for E1. is 2,
please skip this questions.】

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(03) When there are new digital media
available, are you confident that
you’d be able to use them?

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

【If your answer for E1. is 2, please skip M8 to M11.】
M8. Please answer the following based on how you think:
Not at

Not

Neutral Able to

all able able to

Very

(97)

able to I don’t

to

know

(98)
I refuse
to
answer

(01) When you have health-related concerns, 1□
you’re able to find answers online.
(02) You’re able to find information online 1□
regarding health that’s useful to you.
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2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□
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Not at

Not

Neutral Able to

all able able to

Very

(97)

able to I don’t

to

(98)
I refuse

know

to
answer

(03) You’re able to find information online 1□
regarding health that can help you.

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

M9. When you’re using the Internet or social media, do you often pay attention to information
regarding health and medicine?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
M10. When you’re using the Internet or social media, do you often actively seek out information
regarding health and medicine?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
M11. When you’re using the Internet or social media, do you often share information regarding
health and medicine with your friends and family?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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LB. Personal Values (Part Two)
LB1_1 When you talk about your age or feel old, do you feel sad?
□ (01) Not sad at all
□ (02) Not sad
□ (03) Neutral
□ (04) Sad
□ (05) Very sad
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LB1_2 When you share your life stories, do you also talk about the joy and rewards associated with
getting older?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LB1_3 Do you agree that you’re happier now (at your current age) than you were in the past (when
you were younger)?
□ (01) Strongly disagree
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Disagree
(03) Neither agree nor disagree
(04) Agree
(05) Strongly agree
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LB1_4 Are you concerned about getting old?
□ (01) Not concerned at all
□ (02) Not concerned
□
□
□
□
□

(03) Neutral
(04) Concerned
(05) Very concerned
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer
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LB1_5 Are you concerned about where people go after they pass away?
□ (01) Not concerned at all
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Not concerned
(03) Neutral
(04) Concerned
(05) Very concerned
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LB1_6 Are you afraid of facing death?
□ (01) Not afraid at all
□ (02) Not too afraid
□ (03) Neutral
□ (04) Afraid
□ (05) Very afraid
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LB2. What is your current religious belief? (You may select more than one)
□(01) Buddhism
□(02) Taoism
□(03) Traditional folk religion
□(04) Yiguandao
□(05) Islam
□(06) Catholicism
□(07) Protestantism
□(08) I don’t have any religious belief
□(09) Other (Please specify)＿＿＿＿＿
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
LB3a. Which groups do you currently take part in? (You may select more than one)
□(01) Family associations
□(02) Work-related groups (e.g., trade union, farmers association, chamber of commerce)
□(03) Religious groups (e.g., Tzu Chi Foundation)
□(04) Clan organizations
□(05) Recreation groups (e.g., folk dancing, early birds, sports teams)
□(06) Alumni associations
□(07)Social or service organizations (e.g., Lions Clubs, Rotary Clubs, junior chambers,
academic groups, community colleges, women’s associations)
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□(08) Neighborhood groups, community management committees, community development
committees, neighborhood watch
□(09) Political groups
□(10) Volunteer groups (e.g., volunteers, unpaid workers, volunteer police)
□(11) Charitable groups (e.g., Taiwan Fund for Children and Families, World Vision)
□(12) Illness-related groups (e.g., cancer patient support groups)
□(13) Other types of groups (please specify):＿＿＿＿＿
□(90) None of the above
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
LB3b.Which activities do you normally take part in? (You may select more than one)
□ (01) Religious activities or rituals
□ (02) Activities that people with certain job titles (e.g., school principals, legislators) must
take part in
□ (03) Volunteering (e.g., working as a volunteer or unpaid worker)
□ (04) Classes, learning programs, night schools (e.g., community colleges, community
activity center programs)
□ (05) Art or cultural activities (e.g., going to museums, art galleries, theaters, cinemas,
concerts)
□ (06) Sedentary games (e.g., Mahjong, chess, playing cards, etc.)
□ (07) Visiting friends and relatives
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(08) Exercising alone (e.g., weight training, swimming, etc.)
(09) Exercising with others (e.g., playing tennis, ping pong, etc.)
(10) Personal hobbies (e.g., reading, listening to music, singing)
(11) Everyday household chores (e.g., DIY, furnishing, decorating the house)
(12) Making things with your hands (e.g., pottery, paintings)
(13) Other activities (please specify)＿＿＿＿＿
(90) None of the above
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

【If you answered 03 on LB3b, please answer this question】
LB3c. How many hours of volunteer work do you do a week?
____ hours
LB5a. How many people, including you, currently live in your house or residence?
______ people □ (991) More than 100 people □ (997) I don’t know □ (998) I refuse to answer
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LB5b. Which family members do you currently live with? (You may select more than one)
【If your answer for LB5a. is 1, please skip this questions.】
□ (01) Father

□ (14) Wife’s mother

□ (02) Mother

□ (15) Married sibling

□ (03) Spouse/cohabiting partner

□ (16) Sibling’s spouse

□ (04) Son

□ (17) Paternal grandparent

□ (05) Daughter

□ (18) Maternal grandparent

□ (06) Unmarried sibling

□ (19) Great-grandparent

□ (07) Daughter-in-law

□ (20) Nephew/niece

□ (08) Son-in-law

□ (21) (Spouse of) Father’s brother

□ (09) Child of your son

□ (22) (Spouse of) Mother’s brother

□ (10) Child of your daughter

□ (23) (Spouse of) Father’s sister

□ (11) Husband’s father

□ (24) (Spouse of) Mother’s sister

□ (12) Husband’s mother

□ (25) I don’t live with relatives

□ (13) Wife’s father

□ (88) Other(please specify)_______

LB5c. Are any of your family members, relatives or friends working as one of the following? (You
may select more than one)
□ (01) Owner of a large company or corporation
□ (02) Janitor
□ (03) Barber or stylist
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(04) Lawyer
(05) Car mechanic
(06) Police officer (excluding firefighter)
(07) Local legislator
(08) Journalist
(09) Medical doctor
(90) None of the above
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LB6. The following section will enquire about your satisfaction toward certain matters.
Strongly
dissatisf
ied

(01) In general, are you satisfied with your life?
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1□

Dissatisf
ied

2□

Neutral Satisfied

3□

4□

Strongly
satisfied

5□

(97)

(98)

I don’t

I refuse

know

to answer

□

□
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Strongly
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied

(97)

(98)

Strongly

(90)

I don’t

I refuse

satisfied

NA

know

to
answer

(02) In general, are you satisfied with
your work (wage or salary earning)?

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

□

(03) In general, are you satisfied with
your social life?

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

□

(97)

(98)

Strongly

I don’t

I refuse

satisfied

know

to

Strongly
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied

answer

(04) In general, are you satisfied with your
current health conditions?

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

(05) In general, are you satisfied with
yourself?

1□

2□

3□

4□

5□

□

□

LB7.Overall, are you happy about your current life?
□ (01) Very unhappy
□ (02) Unhappy
□ (03) Neutral
□
□
□
□

(04) Happy
(05) Very happy
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LB8. Overall, do you currently feel lonely?
□ (01) Not lonely at all
□ (02) Not lonely
□ (03) Neutral
□ (04) Lonely
□ (05) Very lonely
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LB9. Overall, how satisfied are you with your family currently?
On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being very dissatisfied and 10 being very satisfied, how would
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you rate your feeling?
0
10
（Very dissatisfied） ----------------------------------------------------------------（Very satisfied）
□ (90)I don’t have family/NA □ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
LB10. Overall, how satisfied are you with your interpersonal relationships currently?
On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being very dissatisfied and 10 being very satisfied, how would
you rate your feeling?
0
10
（Very dissatisfied） ----------------------------------------------------------------（Very satisfied）
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
LB11. Overall, how satisfied are you with your financial situation currently?
On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being very dissatisfied and 10 being very satisfied, how would
you rate your feeling?
0
10
（Very dissatisfied） ----------------------------------------------------------------（Very satisfied）
□ (97) I don’t know □ (98) I refuse to answer
Please answer the following based on your actual experience.
LB12a. How often are you physically exhausted?
□ (01) Never
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Seldom
(03) Sometimes
(04) Often
(97) I don’t know
(98) I refuse to answer

LB12b. How often are you emotionally exhausted (such as feeling helpless or frustrated)?
□ (01) Never
□ (02) Seldom
□ (03) Sometimes
□ (04) Often
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answe
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LB13. Over the last week, how often have you been bothered by the following problems?
0

1

days

day

2

3

4

5

6

7

(97)

days days days days days days I don’t

(98)
I

know refuse
to
answer

(01) Little interest or pleasure in doing
things

0□ 1□ 2□ 3□ 4□ 5□ 6□ 7□ □

□

(02) Feeling down, depressed or hopeless

0□ 1□ 2□ 3□ 4□ 5□ 6□ 7□ □

□

(03) Feeling nervous, anxious or on edge

0□ 1□ 2□ 3□ 4□ 5□ 6□ 7□ □

□

(04) Not being able to stop or control
worrying

0□ 1□ 2□ 3□ 4□ 5□ 6□ 7□ □

□

The following section will enquire about your basic health conditions.
LB14_1. How many times have you visited a doctor in the past year?
□ (01) 0
□ (02) 1-5 times
□ (03) 6-10 times
□ (04) 11-15 times
□ (05) 16 times and above
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
LB14_2. What is your weight?
________ kg
□ (991)More than 200 kg □ (997) I don’t know □ (998) I refuse to answer
LB14_3. What is your height?
________cm
□ (991) More than 250 cm

□ (997) I don’t know

□ (998) I refuse to answer

LB15. Among the current political parties in our country, do you think of yourself as leaning toward
any particular party?
□ (01) Yes【Skip to LB17.】
□ (02) No

□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer

LB16. Do you feel yourself leaning a little more to one of the political parties than the others?
□ (01) Yes
□ (97) I don’t know 【Skip to O1.】
□ (02) No 【Skip to O1.】

□ (98) I refuse to answer 【Skip to O1.】
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LB17. Which party is that?
□ (01) KMT
□
□
□
□
□

(02) DPP
(03) NP
(04) PFP
(05) TSU
(06) Non-Partisan Solidarity Union

□ (19) New Power Party
□ (20) Social Democratic Party
□ (21) Taiwan People's Party
□ (90) Other party(please specify)____
□ (97) I don’t know 【Skip to O1.】
□ (98) I refuse to answer 【Skip to O1.】

□ (09) Green Party
□ (15) People's Democratic Party
□ (18) Trees Party
LB18. Do you lean very strongly, somewhat, or just a little to this party?
□(01) Very strongly
□(94) It depends
□(02) Somewhat
□(95) No opinion
□(03) Just a little
□(97) I don’t know
□(98) I refuse to answer
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O. Job
O1. Do you currently have a job (wage or salary earning)?
□ (01)Working full-time (at least 30 hours a week)【Skip to O1b.】
□ (02)Working part-time (including homemaker working part-time jobs)【Skip to O1b.】
□ (03)Working: not fixed (gigs, temp jobs)【Skip to O1b.】
□ (04)Working: helping with family business【Skip to O1b.】
□ (05)Not working (for reasons other than 08, 09, 10) 【Skip to O4a.】
□ (06)Student/continuing education: not working【Skip to O1b.】
□ (07)Student/continuing education: working【Skip to O1b.】
□ (08)Not working: retired 【Skip to O1a_1.】
□ (09)Not working: homemaker【Skip to O4a.】
□ (10)Not working: too old, physical or mental disability, illness (e.g., for jobs that do not have
a retirement age, but too old to continue working) 【Skip to O4a.】
□ (11)Serving in the military: mandatory service【Skip to O1b.】
□ (12)Serving in the military: R&D or other substitute military service【Skip to O1b.】
□ (88)Other (please specify)_______【Skip to O1b.】
□ (97)I don’t know 【Skip to O2.】
□ (98)I refuse to answer【Skip to O2.】
【If your answer for O1. is 8, please answer this questions.】
O1a_1.What year did you retire? R.O.C. year＿＿＿【Skip to O4a.】
□ (997) I don’t know【Continue answer O1a_2.】 □ (998) I refuse to answer【Continue
answer O1a_2.】
O1a_2.How many years ago did you retire?【Skip to O4a.】
□ (01) Less than 1 year ago
□ (02) 1 to 5 years ago
□ (03) 6 to 10 years ago
□ (04) 11 to 15 years ago
□ (05) 16 to 20 years ago
□ (06) Over 20 years ago
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
O1b. At what age do you expect to retire?
_____ years old
□(990) I won’t retire □(991) Over 121
□(997) I don’t know □(998) I refuse to answer
【If you answered (01)-(04), (07), (88), (97) or (98) on O1, please answer this question.】
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O2. What is your occupation?
□ (01) Agriculture, forestry, fishery and animal husbandry
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

(02) Mining and quarrying
(03) Manufacturing
(04) Electricity and gas supply
(05) Water supply and remediation
(06) Construction
(07) Wholesale and retail
(08) Transportation and storage
(09) Accommodation and food
(10) Publishing, video producing, communication and

ICT service
□ (11) Financial and insurance
□ (12) Real estate
□ (13) Professional, scientific, and technical services
□ (14) Support services
□ (15) Education services
□ (16) Public administration and defense; compulsory
social security
□ (17) Human health and social work services
□ (18) Arts, entertainment and recreation
□ (19) Other services
□ (88) Other (please specify)_______
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
O3a. Which category does your current job belong to?
□ (01) Employer (you employ and pay others to work for you)
□ (02) Self-employed (you are your own employer)
□ (03) Private sector (e.g., private schools, private enterprise)
□ (04) Public sector (e.g., public schools, government organizations)
□ (05) Employed by a state-owned company (e.g., Taiwan Power Company, CPC Corporation,
etc.)
□ (06) Employed by a non-profit organization (e.g., foundations, fishermen’s association,
farmers association, political party-owned entities, etc.)
□ (88) Other (please specify) _______
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
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【If your answer for O3a. is 2, please skip this question.】
O3b. Do you manage subordinates at work?
□ (01) Yes, _______ persons
□ (02) No
□ (9991) More than 5000 people
□ (9997) I don’t know
□ (9998) I refuse to answer
O4a. Who pays for your living expenses?
□ (01) All paid for by my family
□ (02) All paid for by myself (e.g., with my own salaries, savings, pensions, etc.)
□ (03) Partially paid for by myself, partially by my family
□ (88) Other (please specify)_______
□ (97) I don’t know
□ (98) I refuse to answer
O4b. What is your approximate personal average monthly income (NTD, before tax)? (including
salary, year-end bonuses, New Year bonuses, overtime, income from sales, self-employment
income, interest on investments, rent, pensions, or living expenses provided by
parents/children)
□ (01) No income
□ (02) Less than NTD$10,000
□ (03) NTD$10,001 to
□ (04) NTD$20,001 to

□ (05) NTD$30,001 to

NTD$20,000
□ (06) NTD$40,001 to

NTD$30,000
□ (07) NTD$50,001 to

NTD$40,000
□ (08) NTD$60,001 to

NTD$50,000
□ (09) NTD$70,001 to

NTD$60,000
□ (10) NTD$80,001 to

NTD$70,000
□ (11) NTD$90,001 to

NTD$80,000
□ (12) NTD$100,001 to

NTD$90,000
□ (13) NTD$110,001 to

NTD$100,000
□ (14) NTD$120,001 to

NTD$110,000
□ (15) NTD$130,001 to

NTD$120,000
□ (16) NTD$140,001 to

NTD$130,000
□ (17) NTD$150,001 to

NTD$140,000
□ (18) NTD$160,001 to

NTD$150,000
□ (19) NTD$170,001 to

NTD$160,000
□ (20) NTD$180,001 to

NTD$170,000
□ (21) NTD$190,001 to

NTD$180,000
□ (22) NTD$200,001 to

NTD$190,000
□ (23) More than

NTD$200,000
□ (98) I refuse to answer

NTD$300,000
□ (97) I don’t know

NTD$300,000
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